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st
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Saturday Auctions
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01502 713490 or auctionrooms@durrants.com

Anna Paulding Auction Administrator /
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ONLINE BIDDING
We have teamed up with the-saleroom.com to allow you to bid at our auctions.
Simply register on www.the-saleroom.com/durrants under Live Auctions.

A PRIVATE COLLECTION OF
ANTIQUARIAN AND MODERN
BOOKS
Lots 1 – 230
1

2

Various bound farming and country
periodicals including Farm Field and
Fireside, Poultry Keeping and the
Profitable Farm and Garden
£20-40

17

Oxford Encyclopaedia of World History
plus other history volumes (two boxes)
£20-40

Various volumes on herbs and herbalism
£30-50

18

Joseph Baretti, Journey from London to
Genoa (reprint) plus other volumes on
travel etc
£20-40

Various volumes on the Geographic
Magazine 1930's/40's and The Sketch
1940's/50's
£20-40

19

Various dictionaries and encyclopaedias
including two volumes of Zells plus three
volumes of reprint Britannica first edition
(two boxes)
£30-50

20

Bound volumes of The Graphic 18881901 and The Sphere 1901 and 1915
£20-40

21

Bound volumes of The Times Weekly
Edition 1939-42, Black and White 1892
and Illustrated London News 1854 and
1892
£30-50

22

Bound volumes of Illustrated London
News 1849, News of the World 1858,
Pictorial Times 1847, Pears Pictorial
1893 and three copies of The British
Workman
£30-50

23

Various volumes of Frampton Flora,
Cassells Trees, Flora and Sylva 1905
plus RHS colour charts
£30-40

3

Various volumes of Folio Society, history
and travel etc
£30-50

4

Various dictionaries, a wide range of
subjects and themes
£30-50

5

Various mainly 19th Century childrens
bound periodicals, Boys and Girls Own
annual, Chums, Little Folks and Young
England etc
£30-50

6

16

Cassells Wild Flowers plus other volumes
on plants
£20-30

7

Various bound periodicals including This
and That, Argosy, woman at Home,
Pearsons and Blackwoods Magazines
etc (two boxes)
£30-50

8

Phillips & Rix, two volumes, The Botanic
Garden plus other volumes
£40-60

9

Various childrens annuals and volumes,
Young England and Harpers Young
People etc
£20-40

24

10

Various 19th Century bound periodicals
including Harpers Magazine, Atlanta,
The Quidnunc etc (two boxes)
£30-50

Various volumes on Amateur Gardening
1910-12, Gardening Illustrated 1888 and
Garden Work 1888
£20-30

25

11

Various dictionaries on a wide range of
subjects
£20-40

Various sets, People of all Nations,
History of the Nations, Wilsons Tales of
the Borders plus various the Countrymen
1930's/30's (two boxes)
£20-30

12

Various mainly 19th Century bound
periodicals including Penny Magazine,
Bow Bells, British Workman etc (two
boxes)
£30-50

26

Various volumes on history (two boxes)
£30-40
Various volumes of Folio Society £20-40

13

14

15

Various mainly 19th Century bound
periodicals including London Mercury,
St James, Aldersgate, Leisure Hour etc
(two boxes)
£30-50
Various bound sets, Cassells Popular
Gardening, Thompsons Gardeners
Assistant, Shirley Hibbard Familiar
Garden Flowers, Practical Gardening and
RHS Dictionary of Gardening (two boxes)
£30-50
Various volumes on gardening including
The Cottage Gardener 1857, the Garden
Magazine and Illustrated Dictionary of
Gardening
£20-40

27
28

Historical Thesaurus of the Oxford
English Dictionary, two volumes plus
other dictionaries on a wide range of
subjects
£20-40

29

Various volumes on fantasy and
imagination

£30-50

30

Cassells Encyclopaedia on Literature,
two volumes plus other literature £20-30

31

Various 19th and 20th Century bound
periodicals including Sylvias Annual,
Rare Bits, Cornhill Magazine and London
Society etc (two boxes)
£20-40

32

Various volumes of The Saturday Book
£20-40

33

Various volumes of Folio Society £20-40

34

Various volumes of The Enchanted World
£20-40

56

Various volumes on behaviour and
sexuality etc
£20-40

35

Various Time Life volumes on nature and
science etc (two boxes)
£20-40

57

Various volumes of dictionaries and
encyclopaedias etc (two boxes) £20-40

36

Various bound periodicals, 19th and 20th
Century including Royal Magazine,
Welcome and Bee Keeping etc
(two boxes)
£20-40

58

Various volumes on plants and food etc
£20-40

59

Various bound periodicals, 19th and 20th
Century including Blackwoods, Pall Mall
and Musical times etc (two boxes)
£20-40

60

Albertus Seba, Cabinet of Natural
Curiosities plus volumes on plants and
herbs etc
£20-40

61

Various volumes on space and
cosmology

37

Various volumes on natural history
£20-40

38

Various volumes on medicine and food
£20-30

39

Various volumes on farming and estate
management including bound Farm and
Home Magazine 1888, the Horse 1831
plus other volumes on outdoor pursuits
£20-40

62

£20-40

Various magazines and ephemera
£20-30

40

Various childrens volumes, Judy 1869
and Girls Own paper, etc
£20-40

63

Various volumes on literature and poetry
(two boxes)
£20-40

41

Two volumes, Ward Locks History of the
World plus other history volumes £20-40

64

42

Various 19th and 20th Century
periodicals including Tatler and Builders
Journal etc (two boxes)
£20-40

Various childrens volumes, Asterix,
Beatrix Potter and Observers Books
£30-50

65

Various volumes on art

66

Natural History, Harmsworth, three
volumes, Bretland farmer, The Book of
Nature Study, six volumes
£20-30

67

Various volumes of Folio Society £20-40

68

Various volumes of Folio Society £20-40

69

Various volumes on myths and tales
£20-40

43

44

Various volumes of the Strand Magazine,
Old and New London, Wide world
Magazine and East Anglian Magazine
(two boxes)
£20-40
Various volumes on ghosts and the
supernatural (two boxes)
£30-40

£40-60

45

Various volumes of Folio Society £20-40

46

Various dictionaries on a wide range of
subjects
£20-30

70

Various volumes on plants and natural
history
£20-40

47

Various volumes of fairy tales including
the Magic Casement, Faerie queen,
Holme Leas and The Red Fairy Book etc
£40-60
Various volumes on literature
£20-30

71
72

Various volumes on plants and flowers
£20-30
Various volumes on birds
£30-50

73

Various volumes on sexuality

74

Various volumes on myths and legends
including Lewis Spence, North American
Indians (two boxes)
£50-70

Various periodicals including childrens,
Boys Cinema, Young Britain and Girls
Realm etc (two boxes)
£20-40

75

Various volumes on fantasy and
mysteries etc

Oxford History of England, sixteen
volumes
£40-60

£20-40

76

The Diary of Samuel Pepys, eleven
volumes, Bell 1971
£30-50

Various volumes on history and human
behaviour (two boxes)
£20-40

77

Various volumes on history (two boxes)
£20-40

Various volumes on literature (two boxes)
£20-40

78

Various volumes on literature,
dictionaries, guides etc (two boxes)
£20-40
Various volumes on history
£20-40

48
49

50
51
52
53

Various volumes on poetry

£20-30

54

Various volumes on space and
cosmology

£30-50

79

Various volumes of Folio Society etc
£20-40

80

55

£30-40

Various volumes on myths and legends
£30-50

81

Various volumes on science and
cosmology
£20-40

82

Various volumes on history, philosophy
and religion
£20-40

106 Various volumes on theology etc
including twelve volumes, Frazer, The
Golden Bough (two boxes)
£20-40

£30-40

107 Various dictionaries and guides etc on a
wide range of subjects (two boxes)
£30-40

84

Various volumes on myths and legends
£30-40

108 Various volumes on mysteries and the
occult
£20-40

85

Various volumes on dictionaries and
guides etc
£20-30

109 Various volumes of Folio Society £30-50

83

86
87
88
89

Various volumes on natural history

Various volumes on travel and
topography (two boxes)

£30-40

Various volumes of Britannica, Great
Books (two boxes)
£30-50
Various volumes on sexuality
£20-30
Various volumes on farming and
agriculture

£20-30

90

Various volumes on crime and detection
£20-30

91

Various volumes on natural history
(two boxes)
£40-60

92

Various volumes on natural history
(two boxes)
£30-40

93

Various volumes on natural history
£30-40

94

Various volumes on childrens subjects
including Bonzos Annual and Pop Up
Books etc (two boxes)
£30-50

95

Various volumes on natural history
(two boxes)
£20-40

96

Various volumes on art including Dore,
Stubbs and Studio Magazines etc
(two boxes)
£40-60

97

Various volumes on space, fantasy and
ghosts (two boxes)
£20-40

98

Various volumes on war and technology
(two boxes)
£20-40

99

Various volumes on literature (two boxes)
£20-40

110 Bacons Atlas of the British Isles 1901
plus various others etc
£20-40
111 Various bound periodicals including
Punch, Strand and Geographic Magazine
etc (two boxes)
£20-40
112 Encyclopaedia Britannica, thirty five
volumes, 9th edition
£30-50
113 Various magazines, a wide range of 19th
and 20th Century (two boxes)
£40-60
114 Various magazines, a wide range in
folders, 1750's-1950's
£40-60
115 Various magazines including Lilliput and
science fiction etc (two boxes)
£20-40
116 Various volumes including ballet, music,
martial arts etc (two boxes)
£30-40
117 Reprint copy of David Roberts, The Holy
Land and other topographical volumes
including a Private History of Halesworth
£30-40
118 Various volumes on posters, postcards,
Titanic etc
£30-50
119 Various comics including Dandy last
issue, Rover and Wicked etc
£20-40
120 Various volumes including fantasy and
cartoons etc
£20-40
121 Martin Fierro, The Gaucho, inscribed
copy on cowhide binding, a book of
pressed flowers and ferns plus various
framed stamps
£20-40

100 Various volumes on crime and detection
(two boxes)
£20-40

122 Reprints, The rime of the Ancient Mariner
and Dante, The Divine comedy,
illustrated, Gustaue Dore plus other
volumes
£20-40

101 Various volumes on bees and
beekeeping (two boxes)

123 Three volumes on pictures by Hokusai
(2) and Hiroshige
£50-80

£50-70

102 Various volumes on Country Life and
natural history (two boxes)
£20-40
103 Various volumes on fairies
£30-50
104 Various volumes on literature (two boxes)
£20-40
105 Various volumes on history and medical
etc
£20-40

124 Three albums of Kensitas silk flags and
nostalgia postcards
£20-40
125 One volume, Leonardo Da Vinci, The
Complete Paintings and Drawings,
Taschen
£50-70
126 Various newspapers and magazines,
a wide range of 19th and 20th Century
including 1912 Daily Mirror Titanic and
1909 Daily Graphic, Bleriot
£20-40

127 Early newspapers, 18th-20th Century
including The Times, Suffolk Chronicle,
Yarmouth Independent, Edinburgh
Courant, The Courier, Bells Weekly
Messenger, Salt Lake Daily Revue, The
Morning Chronicle, The Norfolk
Chronicle, The Isle of Ely and Wisbech
Advertiser, The Leiston Observer, The
Lynn Advertiser, The News of the World,
The Kerry Evening Post, The Morning
Chronicle, The British Press Guernsey
and Jersey Independent
£50-70

138 Pears and Bibbys Annuals plus various
others
£20-40
139 The Farmers Magazine, three volumes,
Snagg 1776, two others 1809 and 1838
plus Sporting Magazine 1817
£40-60
140 Various volumes on literature including
Rider Haggard Firsts, Grays Elegy Artists
Edition, Arthur Ransome Old Peters
Russian Tales, first plus J.O.Halliwell The
Nursery Rhymes of England
£30-50

128 Four volumes, Evelyns Silva, reprint, Lys
de Bray Tik Art of Botanical Illustration,
An English Forilegium, Redoute the Lilies
Pub Taschen
£50-70

141 Natural history sets, The Royal Natural
History six volumes, The Natural History
of Animals seven volumes and Cassells
popular Natural History four volumes
£50-80

129 Frederick Warne, Wayside and woodland
Series, twenty nine volumes
£40-60

142 Whore Biographies 1700-1825, eight
volumes, Pickering 2006
£20-40

130 The Works of Robert Louis Stevenson,
Pentland edition, No.9 of 1550, twenty
volumes
£60-100

143 Cries of London, five volumes including
three volumes of plates, C.Hindley A
History of the Cries of London and
A.W.Tuer Old London Street Cries 1885
£40-60

131 Bound periodicals including Ladies
Newspaper 1848, illustrated Magazine of
Art 1853, John bull 1835/6, Carpenter
and Builder 1886, The Irish Friend 1840,
American Phrenological Journal 1853,
the Mirror 1779 and 1823, Sharpes
London Magazine and Nautical
Magazines 1833-42
£40-60
132 Boxed periodicals including The
Spectator volume 1 1710, Edinburgh
Review 1807, Freemasons Magazine
1794, Coffins Botanical Journal 1850-5,
Nautical Magazine 1837, European
Magazine 1785, 1786, 1793 and others
£40-60
133 Bound periodicals including Hotspur
Comic 1939 and 1940, The Bicycle 1944,
Boys Own Magazine 1868, Phonograph
Monthly 1906 and The Theatre 1882
£20-40

144 Lloyds Encyclopedic Dictionary, seven
volumes 1895 plus two volumes of The
Imperial Gazetter
£20-30
145 Various antiquarian volumes, 18th and
19th Century
£30-50
146 G.Sinclair, Hortus Gramineus, the
Gardeners and Foresters Record
(colour plates) plus other farming books
etc
£30-50
147 Bound copies, The Norfolk Chronicle
1887, Norwich Magazine 1835, two
papers The Ipswich Journal 1730 and
The Ipswich Gazette 1733
£40-60
148 Nineteen volumes of the Percy
Anecdotes, Boys 1820, 3/4 calf

£20-40

149 Folio Society, The Fairy Book, eleven
volumes, different colours
£80-120

134 Bound periodicals including Gardeners
Magazine 1826, Cobbets Political
Register 1808, The English Theatre
Weekly 1815 and 1816, The Idler 1759
plus other volumes including Jerusalem
Olive Wood Book of Views and Pressed
Flowers
£20-40
135 Various early dictionaries including
Cockers 1724, Bang Up Dictionary 1812,
Enticks 1817, Bailys 1745 three volumes
and Boyers 1783 etc
£40-60

150 Folio Society, twelve volumes, Vanished
Civilisations
£50-80

136 J.Ogilvie, The Imperial Dictionary, four
volumes
£20-30

151 Folio Society, twelve volumes of
literature, illustrated Dulac, Heath
Robinson, Detmold, Nellsen and
Rackham etc
£60-90

137 Works of Hogarth, six volumes,
Mackenzie, gilt picture cloth

152 Folio Society, six volumes of The Arabian
Nights
£20-40

£40-60

153 Folio Society, four volumes of Charles
Darwin plus others
£30-50
154 Folio Society, six volumes of Folk Tales
of Britain plus three other volumes
£20-40

167 J.Gerrard, The Herbal or General Historie
of Plantes, 1633, professionally repaired
and rebound in contemporary full calf
£300-500

155 Folio Society, five volumes on Pliny
Natural History plus four volumes on
ancient civilisations
£20-40
156 Folio Society, three volumes of Spencers
Faerie Queen, one volume of Boccacio
Decameron and one volumes of Kipling
Just So Stories
£30-50
157 Folio Society, Peter Pan, illustrated
Arthur Rackham plus Peter Pan and
Wendy, illustrated Debra McFarlane
£20-40
158 Folio Society, Sir Thomas Mallory, Morte
D'Arthur
£50-80
159 Folio Society, two volumes of Lieber
Bestiarum
£80-120
160 Folio Society, Sharpes Birds of Paradise,
No.27/1000
£100-200
161 Folio Society, The Works of Geoffrey
Chaucer
£40-60
162 Buffons Natural History, All The Worlds
Birds, Rizzoli, 2011
£50-80

168 A.Pratt, The Flowering Plates, Grasses,
Sedges and Ferns of Gt Britain, four
volumes, Warne, 1889, green cloth
£40-60
169 A.Pratt, The Flowering Plates, Grasses,
Sedges and Ferns of Gt Britain, four
volumes, Warne, 1889, 3/4 calf
£40-60
170 The Memoirs of Giacomo Casanova,
twelve volumes, No.309/1000, Casanova
Society 1922, 1/2 velum
£30-50
171 J.G.Wood, The Illustrated Natural
History, five volumes, Warne, 3/4 calf
£30-50
172 J.Parkinson, Theatrum Botanicum, the
Theater of Plantes, two volumes, Cotes,
1660, professionally restored and
rebound in contemporary calf £300-400

163 The Photographic Atlas of England,
Harper Collins, 2001
£30-50
164 Folio Society, Maria Sibylla Merian, the
Surinan Album
£200-300
165 Folio Society, The Temple of Flora
£150-250

173 Rural Life, five volumes, Landseer and
Other Engravings, London Printing &
Publishing Co, green cloth
£80-120
174 C.Gregory, A New and Complete
Dictionary of Arts and Science, two
volumes, second edition, Tegg, 1807 plus
a further volume, colour plates, calf
£80-120
175 Hall, The New Royal Encyclopaedia, two
volumes, Cooke, 1789
£30-50
176 P.Miller, The Gardeners Dictionary, two
volumes, fourth edition, Rivington, 1743,
calf
£80-120

166 Johnsons Dictionary, two volume reprint
£50-80

177 J.M.Wilson, the Farmers Dictionary, two
volumes, Fullarton, 3/4 calf
£40-60

178 Works of Flavius Josephus, one volume,
Hogg, 1804, calf
£70-100

194 Childrens stories from Dickens, illustrated
Harold Copping, No.153/500
£40-60

179 J.C.Morton, A Cyclopedia of Agriculture,
two volumes, Blackie, 1856, 3/4 calf
£40-60

195 Tales From Booccacio, illustrated Byam
Shawl Allen 1899, H.Balzac Droll Stories
illustrated Gustine Dore, Hotten 1874, the
Comic Almanac 1835-43, Longfellow
Voices in the Night third edition 1840 plus
two other volumes
£30-50

180 Johnsons Dictionary, two volumes, sixth
edition, 1785, 3/4 calf
£100-150
181 Old England, two volumes, Knight, gilt
tooled green calf
£50-80
182 T.Green, The Universal Herbal, two
volumes, colour plates, professionally
restored and rebound in contemporary
3/4 calf
£300-500

183 Youatts Complete Grazier, four volumes,
Virtue
£30-50
184 J.S.Farmer & W.E.Henley, Slang and its
Analogues, seven volumes, subscribers
edition, 1909, black calf
£60-80
185 S.H.Lewer, Wrights Book of Poultry, thirty
colour plates, Waverley, 3/4 calf £70-100
186 Duhamel Du Monceau, A Practical
Treatise of Husbandry, Whiston, 1759,
calf
£70-100
187 The Fables of La Fontaine, illustrated
Gustave Dore, Cassell, red and gilt
picture cloth
£30-50
188 A book of sanscrit writings on narrow
leaves within wood boards
£30-50
189 Poetry and literature, R.Bloomfield, Rural
Tales, third edition 1803, Wild Flowers
1806, The Farmers Boy, sixth edition
1802, Yorick, A Sentimental Journey
1806 plus three volumes of The Ramber
1811
£20-40
190 Various volumes of literature including
Kipling firsts, Barrack Room Ballads, The
Years Between, The Five Nations, four
volumes of The Yellow Book, Edward,
Lear Nonsense songs
£30-50
191 Vanity Fair, volume V1-26, coloured
plates, green and gilt cloth
£70-100
192 T.Bankes, Holy Bible, defective

£20-40

193 T.Dyche, English Dictionary, two volumes
1798 and 1805 and Newgate Calendar,
volume one, 1824
£20-40

196 J.Aubrey, Miscellanies 1696, facsimile
title page, calf
£200-300

197 J.S.Roberts, Africa and African Travel
and adventure, Bennett gilt tooled picture
cloth plus a.E.Brehm Wild Life and
Scenes in Many lands, Blackie 1895
£40-60
198 O.Goldsmith, A History of the Earth and
Animated Nature, four volumes, new
edition 1797, rebound in green cloth
£30-50
199 I.Walton, The Compleat Angler,
illustrated James Thorpe

£30-50

200 W.F.Kirby, The Butterflies and Moths of
Europe, Cassell 1907 plus Fabres Book
of Insects, illustrated Detmold
£40-60
201 S.Shaw, Nature Displayed, six volumes,
Phillips 1823, 3/4 calf
£60-80
202 Brown.T, A Manual of Modern Farriery,
Virtue and W.J.Miles Modern Practical
Farriery, Mackinzie 1879 plus one other
volume
£50-70
203 J.E.Sowerby, British Wild Flowers,
Gurney 1894, gilt tooled green cloth
£30-50
204 J.Mortimer, The Whole Art of Hesbandry
or the Way of Managing and Improving of
Land, two volumes, fourth edition,
Robinson, 1716, calf
£70-100
205 S.Maunder, The Treasury of Natural
History, Longman 1852, calf and
J.C.Loudon, An Encyclopaedia of
Gardening, Longman 1822, calf £30-50
206 T.Mawe and J.Abercrombie, Gardeners
Calendar 1800, calf, S.Foddyce Elements
of Agriculture and Vegetation, Johnson
1771 plus one other volume, calf £30-50

207 Rural Recreations or Modern Farmers
Calendar, Vernor 1802, two volumes plus
The Library of Agriculture and
Horticultural Knowledge, Baxter 1834
£30-50
208 J.Hill, The Family Herbal, coloured
plates, Brightly c1811, calf
£70-100
209 W.Buchan, Domestic Medicine, 14th
Edition 1794, The Practive of Medicine
1785 (defective) and R.Hooper, Lexicum
Medicum, Longman 1831
£50-80
210 A volume of 20 Silver Ghost Rolls Royce
Cars, inscribed by author, Melbourne
Brundle 1972
£50-80
211 Samuel Smiles, Lives of the Engineers
(three volumes), Murray 1862
£20-40
212 Volume 50, Wonderful Portraits by
R.Cooper and R.Page, Robins 1827
£40-60
213 Charles Knight, two volumes, London
No.s 1 & 6, 1841/4 (defective bindings)
£20-30
214 T.D.Whittaker, two volumes, Loidis and
Elmete and Ducatus Leodiensis (second
edition), Robinson, 1816, calf £200-300

215 Enid Blyton, The Story of my Life, signed
and inscribed
£60-80
216 Three volumes including The Greater
London Plan, 1944
£50-70
217 A set of four volumes, Recording Britain,
1946
£40-60
218 One volume, The Works of Rabelais,
illustrated Heath Robinson
£50-70
219 Paquet Freres, one volume, Modes Et
Costumes Historiques, coloured plates
£150-200

220 Various calf bound volumes of poetry
including W.H.Wills Poets Wit and
Humour 1861 and The Oxford Sausage
£40-60
221 Various Punch Library of Humour and
firsts, Sapper, Jim Maitland, L.Lee Cider
with Rosie, B.Shaw The Intelligent
Womans Guide to Socialism, C.Lever
Roland Cashel and three volume reprint,
Arabian Nights (two boxes)
£20-40
222 Two volumes, Ancient Laws and
Institutes of Wales, 1861

£20-40

223 One volume, Stricklands Ancient Painted
Ceiling in The Nave of Peterborough
Cathedral and various Baronial and
Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Scotland
£30-50
224 R.L.Hine, The History of Hitchin, two
volumes 476/1107 and Hitchin Worthies
347/1021
£30-50
225 C.Kingsley, The Water Babies, illustrated
Mabel Lucie Attwell plus other illustrated
volumes, Hugh Thompson etc
£30-50
226 Two volumes, Spring and Summer Songs
with Music, illustrated Cicely Mary Barker
£30-50

227 One volume, Idylls of the King, illustrated
Eleanor Fortescue Brickdale and
M.R.Mitford, Our Village 1879
£30-50
228 The Rubaiyat of Omar, Khayam,
Illustrated Elihu Vedder, Houghton 1886,
3/4 calf
£40-60
229 Fairy Tales by Hans Anderson, illustrated
Kay Nielson, green and gilt picture cloth
£100-150

230 H.F.Witherby, Light from the Land of the
Sphinx, Stock 1846
£20-30

NOTES

NOW TAKING ENTRIES
TOYS AND COLLECTABLES SALE:
THURSDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER
MILITARIA SALE:
FRIDAY 2ND SEPTEMBER
Commencing 10am both days.
Viewing Tuesday 30th August 9am-5pm,
Wednesday 31st August 9am-7.30pm
Thursday 1st September 8am-10am and 3pm-7.30pm
Friday 2nd September 8am-10am
A SELECTION OF SALE RESULTS FROM OUR TOY, COLLECTABLES AMD
MILITARIA SALES HELD ON 2ND AND 3RD JUNE

A boxed Dinky No.4
racing car gift set
Sold for £480

A William IV tipstaff truncheon
painted with Royal Cypher, R.W.
and dated 1830, also marked
Shaddingfield Parish
Sold for £350

A tin plate clockwork liner
with Allens Toy logo,
Gt Yarmouth c1927
Sold for £440

A 19th Century large
bore obsolete cal Hungarian
centre fire military revolver
Sold for £300

A Webley MkII Service .22 air rifle
Sold for £500

Compukit 1979 early
personal computer
Sold for £270

A Victorian 1895 model Infantrys
Officers sword by Wilkinson
Sold for £270

A Silverboy .22 RF liver-action rifle by Uberti,
Sold for £320

COMMISSION BID SLIP

To be executed at this Friday’s Sale: Date: _________________________________________________
Name:

_____________________________________________________________________

Tel: No:

___________________________

Buyer’s No:

__________________________________________

Mobile:

__________________________

PLEASE NOTE THAT WE WILL BE UNABLE TO ACCEPT ANY BIDS WITHOUT A
BUYER’S REGISTRATION NUMBER.
Lot No.

Description

Maximum Bid

NB: All purchases, in both salerooms, subject to 17% BUYER’S PREMIUM PLUS VAT
Credit Card transactions will attract a premium of 2%
AFTER 5 WORKING DAYS, STORAGE CHARGES OF £2 + VAT PER LOT / PER DAY
WILL APPLY TO ANY FURNITURE THAT HAS NOT BEEN COLLECTED

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE
Signed: ______________________________________________________________________________________
1

will be the buyer. If any dispute arises, the auctioneer shall have absolute
discretion to settle the matter. The auctioneer shall rule the bidding and no bid
shall be retracted. The auctioneer reserves the right to refuse any bid. The
bidder in the room who is successful in purchasing any lot or lots is entirely
responsible for paying for such lot or lots in accordance with our general
conditions of sale. Purchases made on behalf of a third party are entirely the
responsibility of the bidder in the room. The auctioneer reserves the right to bid
on behalf of the vendors for any lot and to withdraw, consolidate or divide any lot
or lots.

2

14

15

VENDOR’S COMMISSION - Our standard Vendor's commission of 14%
plus VAT will be charged up to £1000 - rate negotiable prior to sale. In addition,
each lot will be subject to a lotting fee of £3 plus VAT.

5

6

17

18

9

19

ensure the accuracy of any statement as to authorship, attribution, origin, date,
age, provenance and condition of any lot whether or not such statement forms
part of the description of any such lot. Whether any such statement is made
orally or in the catalogue it is an expression of opinion. Each buyer by making a
bid for a lot acknowledges that he has satisfied himself fully as to the attribution
and condition of the lot. If any damage is done to any lot at the viewing or
before, during or after the sale, such damage shall be made good by the person
committing such damage, principals being responsible for the acts of their
servants, such damage to be assessed by the auctioneers. Written condition
reports are available for all Lots upon request. Buyers that do not request
condition reports forfeit their right to a refund, except where we are in breach of
Contract.
Verbal condition reports will not be given. The latest that a condition report will
be e-mailed, posted or faxed is the day immediately before the sale.

10

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

11

20

The forename(s) (or asterisks where not known) and surname of the artist
indicates in our opinion a work by the artist
The initials of the forename(s) and the surname of the artist indicates in
our opinion a work of the period of the artist which may be wholly or in
part his work.
The surname of the artist indicates in our opinion a work of the school or
by one of the followers of the artist or in his style and of uncertain date.
Bears signature indicates in our opinion that this is not the signature of
the artist.
All other terms are self-explanatory.

21
22

the fall of the hammer and shall be sold with all faults and imperfections. The
purchaser is deemed to have inspected the lots and satisfied himself as to their
condition. The liability to insure any purchased Lot shall pass from the
auctioneer to the purchaser on the fall of the hammer.

13

COMMISSION BIDS - If instructed, the auctioneers will execute bids and
advise prospective purchasers. This service is free. Lots will always be
purchased as cheaply as is allowed by such other bids and reserves as are on
the auctioneer’s books. In the event of identical bids, the earliest will take
precedence. There must always be a maximum limit indicated, i.e. the amount to

MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATIONS - In order to comply with
current anti-money laundering legislation we are unable to accept cash payments
over £8,000. Any purchaser wishing to pay cash for any purchase over £1,000
may be asked for identification e.g. Passport or photo driving licence.

23

DROIT DE SUITE ROYALTY CHARGES – in essence this charge will
be made to the purchaser of any work of art that has been produced by a living
artist or for a period of up to 70yrs after the artist’s death, on lots with a hammer
price more than the UK sterling equivalent of €1,000. Please refer to
www.dacs.org.uk for further rules and current exchange rates. The royalty charge
will be added to purchase invoices and must be paid before items can be
cleared. All Royalty charges are paid to the Design and Artists Copyright Society
(DACS) by the Auctioneers and no handling costs or additional fees with respect
to these charges will be retained by the Auctioneer.

24

RICS REGULATION
a)

b)

25

All Clients monies are paid into our Auction Clients Account with Barclays
Bank PLC Norfolk Business and Agricultural Corporate Banking Centre,
Norwich, Norfolk (any interest accrued monies held will be retained by
Durrants)
Durrants operates an RICS approved complaints policy, details can be
found on our website www.durrants.com

RESCISSION - Notwithstanding any other terms of these Conditions, if within
fourteen days of the date of sale Durrants receive from the buyer of any lot notice
in writing that in his view the lot is a deliberate forgery and the lot is returned to
them in this period in the same condition as at the time of sale and produces
written evidence, the burden of proof to be upon the buyer, satisfies Durrants that
considered in the light of the entry in the catalogue the lot is a deliberate forgery
then the sale of the lot will be rescinded. The purchase price will be refunded
once the sum has been returned to Durrants by the Seller.

OWNERSHIP OF PURCHASES - The ownership of the lot(s) purchased
TRANSFER OF RISK - Each lot shall be at the purchaser’s sole risk from

ANY NOTICES - Any notices that may be displayed from time to time by the
auctioneers in the sale ground or salerooms shall be deemed to form part of and
be included within the general conditions of sale.

will not pass to the buyer until the buyer has paid the auctioneers in full the total
amount due and the auctioneers have applied such payment to the lot.

12

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY - Every person on the auctioneers’ premises
before, during or after a sale or at any other time, shall be deemed to be there at
their own risk and shall have no claim against the auctioneer in respect of any
injury they may sustain or any accident which may occur.

ATTRIBUTION OF PICTURES - (Condition 7 also refers).
(a)

RESERVES - The auctioneers and vendors reserve the right: (a) To remove the reserve completely from a previously reserved lot at any time
up until it is offered for sale.
(b) To place a reserve on a previously unreserved lot at any time up until it is
offered for sale.
(c) To alter a reserve, either upwards or downwards, on any lot at any time up
until it is offered for sale.
(d) Should any item fail to sell at the reserve price on the day of the Auction
they will be subject to commission of 3% of the Reserve Price, subject to a
minimum fee of £5 plus VAT.

PAYMENT - Our methods of payment are with bank transfer, cash, debit or

ATTRIBUTION AND CONDITION OF LOTS - Every effort is made to

PRE SALE ESTIMATES - Given by the auctioneers or a member of their
staff are their opinion as to what they consider any particular lot is likely to
realise. However any lot may sell at a figure less than the lower estimate and for
more than the higher estimated figure. The auctioneers and their staff reserve
the right to alter their pre-sale estimates, either upwards or downwards, on any
lot at any time, up until such time as the lot is offered for sale.

AUCTIONEERS MARGIN SCHEME - The Auctioneers Margin Scheme

credit card (in person only) or by cheque supported by a valid guarantee card or
bankers reference. All purchases must be paid in full on the day of the sale
before any lot is removed from the premises. No goods will be released to
buyers unknown to the auctioneers without adequate reference or before their
cheques have cleared. Anyone who, for whatever reason, is unable to pay for
their goods on the day of the sale must inform the Saleroom Manager as to when
payment will be made. There is a 2% surcharge on credit card payments.

COMPLIANCE - Upon failure of any purchaser to comply with any of the
above conditions any money deposited by the purchaser in part payments shall
be forfeited to the owner of the lot, he paying there from, all just expenses. Any
lot not paid for within 1 month of the purchase date shall be resold by public
auction or private contract and the deficiency (if any) arising from such a resale
together with all expenses attending the same shall be made good by the
defaulter at this sale who shall have no claim to any surplus which may arise on
a resale.

allows auctioneers to sell items without VAT on the hammer price. Under the
margin scheme an amount equivalent to VAT at the current rate is added to the
buyer’s premium. This amount cannot be refunded. The VAT element will not be
shown separately on the buyer’s invoice.

8

POSTAGE / SHIPPING - Goods will not be released to couriers unless they
are delivering to the address that the buyer has used for registration. Couriers
are instructed not to take alternate delivery instructions once dispatched

VALUE ADDED TAX - Lots on which Value Added Tax may be payable by
the buyer on the “hammer price” are indicated in the catalogue by a symbol
beside the lot number. The buyer shall pay any VAT which may be due on any
amounts owed by the buyer under these conditions of sale at the rates prevailing
on the day of the auction.

7

16

PURCHASE VIA LIVE BIDDING – Any lots purchased via thesaleroom.com live auction service will be subject to an additional 3% commission
charge plus VAT at the current rate imposed on the hammer price. In completing
the bidder registration on www.the-saleroom.com and providing your credit card
details and unless alternative arrangements are made with Durrants you hereby
agree to the following terms:
a)
Durrants are authorised to charge the credit/debit card given in part or full
payment including all fees for items successfully purchased in the auction
via the sale-room.com, and
b)
You are authorised to provide these credit/debit card details to Durrants
through www.the-saleroom.com and agree that Durrants are entitled to
ship the goods to the cardholder name and address provided in fulfilment
of the sale.

COLLECTION OF GOODS - At the purchaser’s sole cost and expense,
the purchaser shall collect the lot(s) purchased not later than 12 mid-day after the
day of the auction, not before payment to the auctioneers of the total amount
due. After 5 working days, storage charges of £2 + VAT per day per lot will apply
to any goods that have not been collected.

BUYER’S PREMIUM - A buyer’s premium of 17% plus VAT at the standard
rate of the hammer price is payable on each lot.

4

TELEPHONE BIDS - Requests for telephone bidding must be registered
with the Saleroom Manager within one hour of the close of the view day. It may
not be possible to accept requests on sale days. Written confirmation of such
bids from persons unknown to the auctioneers must be received before the
commencement of the sale. Whilst every effort will be made to execute
telephone bidding, the auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any default or
neglect in connection with this service. All such arrangements therefore are
made entirely at the prospective buyer’s risk.

REGISTRATION - To assist the progress of sale, all prospective buyers must
register their name and address at reception and collect a bidding number before
the sale commences. Should there be any doubts as to price or buyer, please
draw the auctioneer’s attention to it immediately.

3

which you would bid if you were attending the auction yourself. “Buy” or unlimited
bids will not be accepted. Commission bids placed by telephone are accepted at
the client’s risk. We do accept commission bids by facsimile. We urge our
clients to place such commission bids within one hour of the close of the view
day.

THE BUYER - The highest bidder acknowledged as such by the auctioneer

26

REPRODUCTIONS - Owing to the large number of Third Reich and other
uniforms and accoutrements being used for films, television and plays, it
becomes increasingly difficult to ascertain the authenticity of certain pieces. We
catalogue all items as seen, and offer no guarantee as to their authenticity. The
terms ‘bronze’, ‘silver’ and ‘gold’ refer to the grades in which medals, badges,
etc., were awarded and not to their composition. Items described as
(PATTERN) are an example of the described item with no guarantee of age or
authenticity

BUYER REGISTRATION FORM

Please enter the information required below before taking it to a member of staff. Please ensure that
you have a suitable form of identification to verify the information you are giving, e.g. driving
licence, utility bill etc. Once you have done this you will be issued with a card and this will have
your buyer’s number on it

Mr / Mrs / Miss / Other: _______ Initials: _______Surname: ___________________________
Company

___________________________________________________________

Address

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Tel:

___________________________________________________________

Mobile:

___________________________________________________________

E-mail:

___________________________________________________________

Credit / Debit
Card No:

___________________________________________________________

Start Date:

___________ Expiry Date: ___________ Security Code: ___________

For Office Use Only
Buyers Registration Number: -

DURRANTS AUCTION ROOMS
The Old School House, Peddars Lane, Beccles, Suffolk, NR34 9UE
Tel: 01502 713490 Fax: 01502 711039
Email: auctionrooms@durrants.com
Web: www.durrants.com

DIRECTIONS
FROM A12/A145 (SOUTH)
On entering Beccles, at the first set of traffic lights turn right into Peddars
Lane. The Auction Rooms are 200 metres along the road on your right.
FROM A143/A146 (BURY ST EDMUNDS & NORWICH)
Approaching Beccles, at the McDonald’s roundabout, go straight over, then
take the first right via Gillingham over the bridge into Beccles. Follow the
road past the new Tesco, go straight at the first set of traffic lights, right at the
second and the Auction Rooms are 100 metres on your left.
FROM A146 (LOWESTOFT)
At the Worlingham roundabout bear left through Worlingham. At the first set
of lights go straight over, at the second turn left and the Auction Rooms are
100 metres on your left.

WWW.DURRANTS.COM

